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INTRODUCTION
Myoelectrically controlled prostheses are a class of
assistive device that use electrical signals generated by
muscle activation. These electromyographic (EMG) signals
are used to control one or more electromechanical actuators
that move prosthetic joints. Myoelectric control signals are
typically measured with electrodes on the surface of the
skin, with one pair of electrodes over each muscle site. In
this manner, each muscle site directly controls one motion
of the prosthesis, and various methods of switching can be
used as needed to control additional motions of the
prosthesis [1] [2] [3].
Some state-of-the-art myoelectric hands currently used
by amputees have over a dozen possible grip patterns that
can be manually selected by the user. Despite increasing
possible control options, a robotic arm with so many
available motions presents a problem, since there exist more
degrees of freedom than there are available control signals
from the human user [1] [4] [5]. One solution to circumvent
this problem is for the user to switch between all available
joints or grip patterns in a predesigned, optimized order. As
another option, the amputee and their prosthetist may
selectively reduce the number of available control options
(i.e., the amputee will have access to and switch between
only a small subset of the device’s available functions
during regular use). Both of these options require trade-offs
between switching effort and device functionality.
While switching between functions continues to be
used in clinical settings to extend prosthesis functionality, it
can be laborious. Switched or gated control is considered to
be slow and non-intuitive, requiring both time and sustained
cognitive effort on the part of the user [1] [4]. Non-intuitive
control in fact represents one of the main reasons amputees
stop using their myoelectric prostheses [1] [2] [3]. These
limitations have been a driving force for more advanced
control paradigms such as pattern recognition [1] [3].
However, as functionality increases and control becomes
more challenging, one acknowledged solution is for
prostheses to begin to assume more autonomy in
interpreting and executing a user’s intended movements.

Previous work by our group has therefore examined
ways to streamline and optimize prosthetic control
interfaces such as the switching system indicated above,
potentially increasing the number of available and
accessible modes or functions through the use of machine
intelligence [5] [6] [7] [8]. In particular, our prior work
showed how predictions about sensorimotor signals, such as
signals pertaining to arm movements, could be learned and
maintained using a reinforcement learning technique known
as General Value Functions (GVFs). GVFs are temporally
extended predictions about a signal of interest that have
been applied to building up real-time anticipatory
knowledge in relation to human-machine interactions [5] [6]
[7]. We have shown in experiments using reinforcement
learning offline (prior to use in prosthesis control) that
GVFs may offer a way to help streamline control interfaces
with robotic arms. In particular, we demonstrated the use of
GVFs and reinforcement learning to predict which joint of a
robotic arm an amputee user intends to actuate next, and
proposed the idea of an adaptive or situation-specific
switching list [6]. A natural extension of this work would be
to apply predictions to actual human interaction with
artificial limbs with the intent of improving control.
Applying predictions to human machine interaction is
consistent with the knowledge that, similar to GVFs, the
human brain makes motor predictions of its own, using both
knowledge of context and immediate sensory input [9].
In the current paper we extend our prior studies to
provide preliminary evidence that our method of adaptive
switching does in fact provide benefit during actual use of a
robotic arm by an amputee. This work is the first simple
demonstration of the use of prediction learning in real time
to improve the control of a prosthetic device during its use
by an amputee subject. Predictions are learned and used in
real time by the control system to reduce the burden of
control on the user, making it easier and faster to switch to
the user’s intended next joint or function.
METHODS
In order to implement and assess adaptive switching,
three subjects—two transhumeral amputee subjects and one
able-bodied subject—were recruited to perform a simple,

semi-repetitive task using an experimental robotic arm.
Because of the similarity between the data sets, only one
representative data set is presented. The subject was a bodypowered prosthetic user and had no experience using
myoelectric control or using our specific robotic arm. We
attached surface electrodes to the skin over his wrist
extensor muscle on the intact arm, which provided control
signals for switching between robot joints. Separate sets of
electrodes were also attached to the biceps and triceps
muscle of his residual limb. Those electrodes became the
source of control signals for flexing and extending selected
joints of the robot arm. An 8-channel Bagnoli EMG system
(Delsys, Inc.) was used in the acquisition of EMG control
signals from the experimental subject, at a frequency of 1
kHz. The subject gave informed consent to participate and
the trial was approved by the human research ethics board at
the University of Alberta.
We used a custom-built robot arm known as the
Myoelectric Training Tool (MTT) in our experiments [10].
The MTT includes an AX-18 smart robotic arm
(Crustcrawler, Inc.) that has five degrees of freedom and can
be controlled via EMG signals by both amputees and ablebodied subjects. In addition, it can be used as a training tool
for amputees preparing to use a myoelectrically controlled
prosthetic arm, as it was designed to be functionally similar
to commercial prostheses. Figure 1 shows the amputee
subject using the MTT to perform a simple task.

Figure 1: Amputee participant performing simple tasks with
the robot arm using myoelectric control signals.
The subject was given time to become familiar with the
MTT. After familiarization, the subject was presented with a

specific task that involved a subset of the available joints
(specifically hand open/close, wrist flexion/extension, and
shoulder rotation). The task was chosen to be functionally
comparable to other tasks of daily living—for instance,
picking up a dish and placing it on a shelf. The instruction
given to the subject in both the non-adaptive and adaptive
trials was to manipulate the MTT to grasp an imaginary
object on one side of the shoulder space, rotate the shoulder
to the opposite side, wave with the wrist joint, and rotate the
shoulder back to the other side. Each trial involved
repeating this task for a total of 3 minutes.
Two types of trials were performed in order to test the
predictive capabilities of our design compared with
conventional switching methods. In the non-adaptive trial,
the subject switched their myoelectric control between four
joints in a fixed switching order: hand, wrist, elbow, and
shoulder. In contrast, in the adaptive trial, the joints were
continuously reordered in the switching list based on their
likelihood of being used next. This was done in an ongoing
fashion throughout the course of the task through the use of
GVFs. Three 3-minute trials were done each for nonadaptive and adaptive switching.
As described in Pilarski et al. (2012), GVFs represented
predictions about the subject’s situation-specific use of each
joint in the switching list [6]. These predictions were
learned during robot arm use by the subject and
continuously ranked based on their relative magnitudes. In
the current work, with adaptive switching turned on, the
system learned to predict the intended joint for the given
task in advance of the switch signal from the user. When a
switch signal was received by the system, the highestranked joint in the adaptive switching list became the active
joint, with the remaining joints filling in the new switching
list in decreasing order of prediction strength. All GVF
learning was implemented as per Pilarski et al. [6].
In order to build up real-time predictions about the
intended active joint, we combined ongoing sensorimotor
data from the robotic arm with EMG data from the human
user. Each of the AX-18 motors that make up the joints of
the MTT relayed a number of useful sensorimotor outputs,
including angular position, angular velocity, load (current),
temperature, and voltage. We used a select number of these
motor observations as features, or information about the
current state, in the learning system. The included
observations were angular position and angular velocity of
each joint. Features based on the current state of the arm
enable the system to build up expectations about future
switching decisions made by the user. The machine
learning system was re-initialized at the beginning of each
trial—GVFs started with no stored knowledge (predictions)
about the user or the task in question.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 compares the number of switches required per
event for non-adaptive switching (top) with the number of
switches required during adaptive switching (bottom) for the
subject. Each switching event was considered to begin when
the user triggered a joint switch, and end when the user
initiated movement of any of the MTT joints. Therefore, all
switches made while shifting control to a new joint are
counted as a single switching event. As shown in Figure 2,
there was a significant difference between non-adaptive
switching and adaptive switching. With adaptive switching
enabled, after an initial period of learning by the system (i.e.
the first several switching events), typically only one switch
was required by the user to select the most appropriate joint.

trials. The decrease in the amount of time spent switching is
also illustrated in the decrease in the total number of
switches per trial. Furthermore, the median time per
switching event was consistently more than 1 second for all
non-adaptive trials, and consistently under 1 second for
adaptive trials. Not only was the median time per event
lower, but, in some trials the total number of switching
events completed in a task was also greater when adaptive
switching was enabled.

Figure 3: Average time the amputee subject spent switching
per trial when using non-adaptive and adaptive switching
(left and right, respectively, average over 3 trials).

Figure 2: Number of voluntary switches initiated by the
amputee subject per switching event over the course of a
single 3 min trial. Shown for both non-adaptive (top) and
adaptive control (bottom) approaches.
The decrease in the number of switches is also reflected
in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the average amount of
time (measured in seconds) dedicated to switching,
calculated over the three non-adaptive trials and the three
adaptive trials. Adaptive switching showed a large decrease
in time spent switching compared with non-adaptive. Thus,
for each 3-minute trial, the subject saved an average of
about 20 seconds when adaptive switching was enabled.
Figure 4 is the total number of switches averaged over three

Figure 4: Average number of switches made by the amputee
subject per trial when using non-adaptive and adaptive
switching (left and right, respectively, average over 3 trials).
These results suggest there are efficiencies with
adaptive switching, and agree with our expectations
regarding the simple task presented to the subject: there
were clear regions of the task space that corresponded to the
use of specific joints. For this task, it would have been
possible to hand-code several different switching lists in
response to the different positions of the shoulder actuator.
The simplicity allowed us to easily verify the correctness of
the adaptive switching options proposed by the learning
system. However, a key observation from the present work

is that situation-specific switching orders do not need to be
hand-coded; our system learns situational delineations as the
robotic arm is being used, and without prior information
about the user or their task. Furthermore, we have observed
that as the task changes or becomes more complex (and thus
increasingly harder to engineer) the learning system can
scale up naturally and easily without the need for manual
tuning.
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